
DREAM JOB! 
By: Abby Thorn 

Toronto film school



Why I want to go there? 

As you know my name is Abigail but people call me Abby. My dream is 
to go to film school and learn everything that happens in the world of 
filming and acting. The whole world of filming and the arts has called 
to me. I want to learn everything I  can from filming to acting, to 
director sit,  to after effects. This kind of stuff has been apart of my life 
for a long time. From performing up on the church stage and acting my 
heart out and dancing my heart out.  In film you get to see so many 
different things from the actors view of things to the directors view and 
so much more. I think I’ll do well in this job because i’m great with 
people and loving meeting lots of new people. 
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Why this school is the best! 

Toronto film school is the best 
program. Because it shows you 
each side of the arts it gives you 
the chance to explore each part of 
the Industry to your level of 
Comfort. From acting, filming, to 
stunt jumps to directors view to 
editing and lighting and sets.  It 
helps you to explore what your 
most into and want to do for 
good.   
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MOVIES AND FILMS 

Movies and films/tv shows are 
one of the  biggest things we do 
in are free time. Some of the 
greats films and movies where 
created and produced in TFS. 
From comedy to tragedy to true 
crime and lots more. The world 
of film isn't small it’s super big 
and it has so much  greatness 
and oppority it can  bring . 

I love making people laugh and 
feel good, I love creating films to 
send a message to lots of people 
and TFS can do that for me. It 
can create a world with love 
tragedy sadness hope and so 
much more. It can create and 
world and sometimes more and 
it’s worth the time and work. 
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What you need! Or can be! 
Writing for film and tv diploma 

Professional working writers will teach you how to turn your creative 
story ideas into saleable commercial formats ready for production

Video game design and animation diploma

The skills you need will  be given to you to embrace and design your 
own games. 

Graphic design and interactive media diploma  
Learn how to create visual solutions for digital and print channels 
while you develop portfolio of work and showcases. 

 

   
Film production

You will learn to creative, and technical and 
business of areas in filmmaking with access to 
modern camera and studoison your way to 
becoming  a filmmaker.

Acting for film tv and theatre diploma 

Acclaimed working actors will teach you the 
arctic , techenail and business sides of the 
industry. You’ll need to graduate. 

Video game and design and development 
diploma 
Experienced game creates will teach you the 
problem solving skills required to take on 
challenges that video game designers need 
 .,
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It’s a place where you can be in a  place that you love and adore. From writing, to acting, to filming, to sharing your 
great ideas with the world. I will be able to create a platform of new ideas that nobody’s thought of or has been to 
scared to say something about and world where a made up unveriers can come to life after some hard work. TFS has 
the teachers and skills I can learn to become a great creator. 
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THANK YOU


